**DESCRIPTION**

**Hex head mounting bolts** are available in both the SD and HD series. The SD series bolts are made from 18-8 Stainless Steel and the HD series bolts are made from 316 Stainless Steel.

Standard mounting bolt lengths:
- a.) 3/8”-16 x 3/4” (for Type B and unhoused SKRU)
- b.) 3/8”-16 x 1-3/4” (for Type F, T, D and DM)
- c.) 3/8”-16 x 2-1/4” (for Type D Latch Block & Type U lock)
- d.) 1/4”-20 x 5/8” (for Type FN and PPS)
- e.) 1/4”-20 x 1-3/4” (for Type NT)

**Tamperproof mounting bolts** are available in both the SD and HD series. The SD series bolts are made from 18-8 Stainless Steel and the HD series bolts are made from 316 Stainless Steel.

Standard tamperproof mounting bolt lengths:
- a.) 3/8”-16 x 3/4” (for Type B and unhoused SKRU)
- b.) 3/8”-16 x 1-3/4” (for Type F, T, D and DM)
- c.) 3/8”-16 x 2-1/4” (for Type D Latch Block & Type U lock)
- d.) 1/4”-20 x 3/4” (for Type FN & PPS)
- e.) 1/4”-20 x 2” (for Type NT)

A **tamperproof key tool or tamperproof bit tool** is required to install the tamperproof mounting bolts.

- 3/8” Bolt Key - shown at top of picture.
- 1/4” Bolt Key - shown middle of picture.
- 3/8” Bolt Bit - shown at bottom of picture.
- 1/4” Bolt Bit - similar to 3/8” bolt bit shown above but fits 1/4” tamperproof mounting bolts

**OPTIONS**

The 3/8”-16 hex head bolts can be provided with a through hole in which a sealing wire can be secured. To order this option with your bolts, please make a note of this with your order to add seal wire.
ORDER INFORMATION

To order with interlock: place the letter “M” in the appropriate column of the interlock part number.

To order separately: reference the bolt length desired with HE following the bolt length indicating ‘Hex’.

To order with interlock: place the letter “T” in the appropriate column of the interlock part number.

To order separately: reference the bolt length desired with BU following the bolt length indicating ‘Button Head/Tamperproof’.

To order these tools with your tamperproof mounting bolts, please order by the specific part number listed below.

- **Part number 3/8” Bolt Key**: 2 1 H K H K A
- **Part number 1/4” Bolt Key**: 1 5 H K H K A
- **Part number 3/8” Bolt Bit**: 2 1 H K H B
- **Part number 1/4” Bolt Bit**: 1 5 H K H B